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CHAPTER I
THE PROBLEM AND DEFINITION OP TERMS USED
The subject of church co-operation is of interest to
the ministerial profession as an expedient for the survival
of ministers and churches; it is watched closely as a social
phenomenon by those who study human institutions; and in its
broadest aspects it is to millions of Christians the promise
of one Church in a divided world*
I. THE PROBLEM
Statement of the problem. It was the purpose of this
study (1) to correlate the various factors related to church
co-operation found in a study of the Central Jurisdiction of
the Methodist Church; (2) to show the incidence of church co¬
operation among ministers and churches in fourteen South
Carolina counties; and (3) to present the attitudes of a
sample of South Carolina residents toward interchurch
co-operation.
Importance of the study. The importance of this study
arises from the importance of the subject itself. Two great
worldwide conferences of Christian churchmen in the past dec¬
ade, the 19^4-8 meeting in Amsterdam and the 195^4- meeting in
Evanston, Illinois, of the World Council of Churches, stand
as witnesses to the ec\imenical movement among Protestants.
During the same period the following communions have gathered
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from far-flung bases: the Anglican Lambeth Conference, the
Lutheran World Federation, the Baptist World Alliance, the
Alliance of the Reformed Churches holding the Presbyterian
System, the Methodist Eciomenical Council, and leaders of the
International Congregational Council. These gatherings
exhibit wide interest in church co-operation, of which they,
themselves, are examples.
The estimate of the importance of the subject by an
eminent church historian is valuable at this point. Kenneth
Scott Latourette, in his monumental work, A History of the
Expansion of Christianity, says of the church in the three
decades from 1914 to 1944: "Christians were being knit more
consciously into a worldwide fellowship than had been the
case [since the third century A.dJ .... The movement was
mSst marked among Protestants. . . [bul^ the trend toward
Christian unity had only begun. . . and the movement was gain
ing momentum."^ Dr, Latourette lists this co-operation be¬
tween Protestant bodies as one of the three most signifi¬
cant causes for the advancement of Christianity during the
period.^
^ Kenneth Scott Latourette, A History of the Expansion
of Christianity (New York: Harper and Brothers Publishers,
1941), Vol. VII, p. 464.
2 Ibid.
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The Assistant General Secretary of the World Council
of Churches, the Reverend Oliver S* Thomkins, says of the
movement toward unity:
Separated Churches in the same area have transcended
their differences both to promote the giving and to admi¬
nister the receiving of practical help--and have often
found, in the process, that their relationships to each
other are being altered at a deeper level*
In almost every part of the world federations, ’coun¬
cils of churches', and plans for co-operation and even for
organic unity are going forward on a national basis and
developing with increasing momentum,^
The above considerations deal for the most part with
the broader aspects of church co-operation. When the sub¬
ject is narrowed to the local congregation and commuhity, it
embraces the area with which this study concerns itself.
The problem which creates the need for co-operation,
especially among rural churches, is aptly stated by the rural
sociologist Lindstrom:
The churches seek more members--they need them to
operate properly. With small congregations which are
diminishing, the cost of upkeep is too high. So build*
Ings become run-down, resident pastors are let go, visit¬
ing pastors come in, the church competes with other
churches in the community, and finally the church ceases
to operate. Many reasons are given for this trend: the at¬
mosphere of the church is cold; and the people have lost
interest or have been 'weaned away' by the school ©r
other community activities.^
^Oliver S. Thomkins,"The Road to Unity" Man's
Disorder and God's Design (NewYork: Harper and Brothers
Publishers), pp.l35# 1^5*
ii
David E. Lindstrom, The Church in Rural Life
(Champaign: The Gerrard Press, 1939), p. 53.
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Kolb and Brunner state that the rural church
. . . is a small, poorly financed organization, ex¬
isting under the leadership of a minister who perhaps
fails to rise to the desired standard of professional
training, and who, more often than not, must divide his
services among several congregations. Its program is
usually highly stereotyped, and there is some evidence
that its hold upon its constituency is slowly diminish¬
ing. It is too small to afford better service, and it
is difficult to improve the situation without better
leadership. Its smallness arises in part from a multi¬
plicity of units, a situation arising out of an adminis¬
trative policy created before the advent of modern
transportation facilities, and out of historical doctrin¬
al differences which have perpetuated themselves in about
two score major and more than I50 minor denominations.
These are the things which, sociologically speaking, hold
the ministry and the churches on the horns of a very
difficult dilemma.5
Since these appraisals of the rural church situation
are borne out in the present study, it is enough to state
that apart from the wider aspects of co-operation, those
dealing with the ecumenical movements, this study owes its
importance to the fact that it deals with the relevance of
co-operation to the problems outlined above.
II. DEFINITIONS OF TERI4S USED
Interchurch. This terra has a twofold meaning in
this study. In its narrower sense it refers to co-operation
between churches of the same denomination or sect; in its
5 J. H. Kolb and Edmund deS. Brunner, A Study of
Rural Society (Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company, 193517
pp, 479-480.
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broader meaning it refers to co-operation between churches
of different denominations.
Co-operation. Co-operation is interaction between
churches or denominations involving mutual desire to enhance
or facilitate their programs. This interaction on a local
level may include little more than an exchange of pulpits
or an interdenominational Daily Vacation Churdi School or
Youth Retreat. As a process of interaction between denom¬
inations co-operation may take the shape of a federation of
local churches or a mutual exchange of fields—a process
vhich will be discussed in detail in a later Chapter. On a
national or international level co-operation includes such
processes as agreements as to the allocation of mission
fields and the joint support of mission projects. As a
sociological entity, co-operation is the type of interac¬
tion of viiich competition is the antithesis.
The Central Jurisdiction. The Central Jurisdiction
is that segment of the Methodist Churcii vhich is made up of
the Negro Annual Conferences, the Negro Mission Conferences
and Missions in the United States of America.
Comity. This term expressed in reference to church
relationships has to do with the code of friendliness vdiere-
by different sects extend courtesies, amenities, and recog¬
nition to one another; the courtesy by which churches
recognize, as eqiials, the institutions and laws of other
churches.
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III. REVIEW OF PREVIOUS RELATED STUDIES
Many of the studies made of church co-operation are
in unpublished manuscripts and are not available to the
writer. A perusal of the bibliographies of the books vhich
are available reveals that their authors had access to such
works as the following; H. Paul Douglass* Church Unity
Movements in the United States, John A. Hutchison’s ^ Are
Not Divided; A Critical and Historical Study of the Federal
Council of the Churches of Christ in America, and E. R.
Hooker’s United Churches.
The following books were available to the writer, and
their materials are relied upon in this work; The Protestant
Church as a Social Institution by Douglass and Brunner, A
History of the Expansion of Christianity by Latourette, the
three booklets by Ralph A. Felton; The Ministry of the
Central Jurisdiction of the Methodist Church, The Art of
Church Cooperation, and Cooperative Churches; Rural Life in
the United States by Carl C. Taylor and others. Rural
Community Organization by Sanderson and Poison, Man’s
Disorder and God’s Design by Oliyer S. Thomkins and others.
Churches and Sects of Christendom by J. L. Neve, Methodism
in American History by W. W. Sweet, and A Study of Rural
Society by Kolb and Brunner.
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IV. METHODS OF PROCEDURE AND SOURCES OF DATA
Methods of procedure. In the study of 100 Negro com¬
munities to ^ov/ the need for interchurch co-operation, the
materials used had been collected previously by Ralph A.
Felton in a study of the Central Jurisdiction of the Me
Methodist Church.^ Of the more than 300 returned question¬
naires available, 100 were chosen, the only rule of selection
being the requirement that all the questions were given some
answer.
In the study of the ministerial alliances to show the
types of interchtirch co-operation now being practiced, a
questionnaire was submitted to the secretary of the organi¬
zation. He filled in the information requested as the
writer discussed the questionnaire with him.
In the t’lird section of the study the interview
method was used. In all cases the writer was the inter¬
viewer, and in very few cases was the interviewee aware that
the conversation constituted an interview or even that the
writer was making a study of any kind. The conversation was
recorded as faithfully as possible after the interviewer had
left the presence of the interviewee.
Materials used in the chapter vhich outlines the
population characteristics of the fourteen counties in
South Carolina which came under this study are from the
^ Ralph A. Felton, The Ministry of the Central
Jurisdiction of the Methodist Church, (New York: Methodist
Board of Missions, 1953), 6l pp.
official demographic bulletins of the United States Bureau
of the Census.
Organization into chapters. The body of this thesis
begins with Chapter II, which deals with the need for church
co-operation in the Central Jurisdiction of the Methodist
Church. Chapter III gives detailed population characteris¬
tics for the fourteen South Carolina counties in which Negro
interdenominational ministerial alliances are to be found.
This is followed by an analysis and comparison of the Negro
and white alliances in these counties, showing both the in¬
cidence and need tf.co-operative enterprise in the promotion
of today’s church. Chapter 7 gives the results of an inter¬
view study of fifty persons to discover their attitudes to¬
ward interchurch co-operation. The last Chapters, VI"and VII,
outline various proven methods of church co-operation and
give the conclusions, summary, and suggestions.
CHAPTiiiU II
A STUDY OF 100 NEGRO COIIJIUNITIES TO SH07
THE NEED FOR INTERCHURCH CO-OPERATION
The materials used in this part of the study are se¬
lected from more than 300 questionnaires sent out by Ralph A
Felton in late 1952 to the ministers of the Methodist Church
the Central Jurisdiction. Mississippi, Alabama, Tennessee,
South Carolina, North Carolina, Virginia, and Missouri are
the states represented. That study sought to show the prox¬
imity of Negro churches to one another, their strength, the
training of their ministers, the necessity of their seeking
supplementary employment, the pastors’ own suggestions for
alleviating their difficulties, and, of course, the rela¬
tionship of these factors to one another. The 100 question¬
naires selected from the total are admirably suited to this
study, for they cover the area vhere churches abound, they
express the opinions of men of varied background and experi¬
ence, and they were presented anonymously, so that as little
restraint as possible was exercised in making replies to
the questions.
The facts revealed by the study and the inferences
and deductions that may be drawn from them will indicate
that there is among Negroes a need for interchurch co-opera¬
tion vdiich presents an opportunity and a challenge to those
privileged to work in that part of the moral vineyard.
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Since there seems to be general agreement as to the
seriousness of overchurching, it comes in for first consider¬
ation, This condition is one shich besets a far larger group
than the ministers of the Central Jurisdiction. Kolb and
Brunner, in their book, A Study of Rural Society—Its
Orp:anization and Changes, make the following statement:
The national ruralchurch executives of the various
Protestant denominational boards have declared one
church foreach thousand persons of like nationality or
tradition to be the desirable norm or ideal toward which
to strive. The implication of this is a confession that
these same denominations are a party to competitive
overchurching, ^
What is true for the nation seems even more so for the
men of the Central Jurisdiction, Of the 100 communities
studied, the pastors of all the town and city churches stated
that there was at least one other church within four blocks
of their own—as streets are laid out in blocks, and the
pastors of all the open country churches stated that at least
one other church was located within four miles of their own.
Y/lle it must be true that there are churches more remotely
situated than this small sample shows, it is also true that
in some small communities as many as eight churches are to be
found within a radius of four blocks of the pastor who sup¬
plied the information.
The proximity of these churches to one another at
J,H, Kolb and Edmund des,Brunner, A Study of Rural
Society (Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company, 1935)»
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once suggests competition between them. Tor competition or
rivalry is usually in direct proportion to the profusion of
2Protestant sects in the community*
Following is the device by which the ministers of the
Central Jurisdiction indicated the proximity of their churches









Please draw an imaginary circle around your church
with a four mile radius, that is, four miles in each di¬
rection form your church. If your church is in the city,
this should be four blocks instead of four miles..Give
the denomination and the approximate membership of the
other Negro churches within this circle. Use the number
and name plan as suggested here (1) Methodist 22i|. members,
(2) A.M.E, 110 members).
By use of this device the men who returned their ques¬
tionnaires estamated that there are on the average four and _




In order to show causes for the small salaries of which
the ministers of the Central Jurisdiction complained, Felton
compared their church memberships with the memberships of the
other ministers of the Methodist Church in the following manner:
TABLE I
COMPARISON OJ' TELE CENTRAL JUISDICTION WITH
THE ENTIRE METHODIST CHURCH3
Average Average Average Average
Jurisdiction Churches Pastor's Salary Members Salary
per Pastor per Member per Pastor Received
Central
Central 1.73 15*52 198 ^1,093
All Others 1.78 6.l6 i|.03 2,I|.85
These figures show that while the average Negro member
gives an amount to pastoral support which compares fa¬
vorably with that given by the average Methodist layman, the
Negro pastor only half as many members as the average for the
Church.
These ministers, then, must subsist upon a salary which
is less than half that of the other ministers of the same
Church. In the same year for which the above figures were
^
Ralph A. Felton, The Ministry of the Central
Jurisdiction of the MethocUsjb Church (New York: Division of
National Missions of the Methodist Church), p. 13.
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compiled, 1951* the Federal Bureau of Labor Statistics, v;ith
the help of nutritionists and housing specialists, says that a
family of four needs over ilj;3»000 a year to maintain a proper
standard of living,^
Of vital importance to the financial program of the
Church is the people's ability to pay* The following table
shows the Incomes for Negroes who live in the States which com¬
prise the setting for this part of the study:
TABLE II
AVERAGE INCOMES OF NEGRO FAMILIES AND UNRELATED
INDIVIDCALS IN SELECTED STATES—191^5^
State Urban Income Rural Farm General Average.
Alabama $ 773 ?378 $ 575
Mississippi 590 370 1+80
Missouri 1,226 kl9 822
North Carolina 1,31k 805 1,059
South Carolina 1,066 i|19 7k2
Tennessee 871^ i^73 673
Virginia 898 1,193
^ Federal Bureau of Labor Statistics, 19i4-l» cited by
Ralph A* Felton, cit., p. 12.
^ United States Census of the Population: 1950*
Characteristics of the Population, United States Summary,
Vol. II, Part 1*
Three factors have thus far been introduced which bear
directly upon the welfare of the ministers under study: the
number of churches in close proximity to one another, the size
of their membership, and the incomes of the laity to whom the
ministers look for support* This latter factor suggests a
standard of living for the layman which allows but little for
contributions to the church* When it is recalled that a major¬
ity of the ministers have rural parishes and that rural folk,
particularly Negroes, have the lowest incomes in America—
per family, it at once becomes apparent that many ministers
will feel the need to seek supplementary employment*
An interesting problem may be draw from the figures
which appears in tabls I and II* The 1950 census gives three
and six-tenths as the average number of persons per family*^
The 198 members who comprise a church are the equivalent of
fifty-five families* Families in the seven ststes of our
study had in 191+9 an income of !jf789 per familiy, or a total
of J{pi+3»395 per church membership* This, when distributed
among the I98 individuals who comprise a church, equal the
sum of ^218*71 per person fourteen years of age and over*
Two and one-half per cent of this is itti5«l+7> afigure sig¬
nificantly close to the !ip5»52 shown in table I as the average
pastor's salary per member*
6
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Ability to pay, then,, emerges as a most important
factor in ministerial support. With the per capita giving
to pastoral support at |;5«i|7, five hundred and forty-eight
members per church are needed to contribute a salary of
It is borne out in other studies that there is a relation be¬
tween economic properity or adversity and church support.
Kolb and Brunner quote Studies by the Institute of Social and
Religious Research to demonstrate the point, but they hasten
to add:
Giving specific amounts to the church is perhaps de¬
termined by habit. In part it is also an evidence of the
transcendent interest which inevitably, if immeasurably,
protrudes Itself into the background of every study of
institutionalized religion. In other words, when the heap
of economic statistics is sifted, vifhen ratios are worked
out and conclusions reached, there is always the great
human factor, oblivious to trends, to economic decline or
progress. Man cares for his soul as well as his body,
and his beneficence to the church is constant, because he
feels that apart from the hard reality of earning a live¬
lihood and supporting a family there is the. imponderable
reality of religion, demanding his financial as well as
his spiritual support.'
This observation is followed by a quotation from Douglass:
The most revealing factor in human economics is the
spending of material resources upon ideals an passions
rather than upon necessities. It is as the fulfillment
of a dream rather than the maintenance of a particularly
efficient instrument that the believing masses, from
generation to generation, continue to pour out their
7
J.H. Kolb and Edmund deS. Brunner, op. cit.. p. J4.77
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substance upon the church* Consequently, the masses are
not greatly impressed either by the magnitude of the
social institution or by the vast sums which the church
costs. Compared with the glory of God which the church
reflects, these things are the small dust of the balance.
The above quatations suggest that ability to pay may be
conditioned by attitudes of reverence and patterns of habit.
It is perhaps these human factors as well as a sence of mission
and vocation which attract men to the Christian ministry, for,
viewed in trems of support for a family.
. • • Ministerial salaries appear Inadequate and have
forced nearly one-fourth of the Protestant clergy to sup-
pieitent their income by working part-time at another
occupation. This further weakens their efficiency as
ecclesiastical leaders.
The minister, of course, does not expect to make money.
His is a profession which requires sacrifice. According
to tradition, his chief concern is with things ofjy spirit
and he is more or less oblivloud in his personal attitude
and work to external conditions. A minister must, never-
the less, contrive to keep out of debt. The profession
therefore requires a certain strong psychological equipment.
The local church recognizes this and seeks a leader who
has a very ‘human personality*. The material emphasis
crowds in upon the spiritual and the minister is torn
between material security and spiritual forces.
Enough has been said to show that the rural clergy are
not in a very happy situation. Frequent changes of location
and the fact that one fourth of a professional group is




^ Ibid., p. I|.75
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The above characterization of rural ministers in
America as a whole might well have been made of the men of
the Central Jurisdiction, Their questionnaires reveal a
markedly low morale, vdiich they attribute to their economic
plight. Before considering their own suggestions for relief,
let us make some observations about the incidence of their
formal schooling and their supplementary employment. The
following Table correlates these factors.
TABLE III
CORRELATION OF FORMAL SCHOOLING AND SUPPLEMENTARY




High School or Less 27 35
Some College 29 SO
Some Seminary hk 53
The above table, shows that ministers of the study vho
had some seminary training were outnumbered by twenty-seven
and thirty-three percent by those with less training in seek¬
ing supplementary employment. Though it is not always true,
those who have had some seminary training are in demand in the
better paying parishes, therefore, there is lower incidence
of the need for outside employment in this than other groups.
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It is necessary at this point to mention the fact that
there is a direct correlation between the profusion of churches
within a denomination and the academic requirements of that
denomination for candidates for its ministry* In connectlonal
churches like the Episcopal, the Presbyterian, and the Methodist
communions, definite scholastic st'^ndards are set up by the
central authority. In these there is a higher level of scho¬
lastic achievement, no unemployment among ministers, and the
lowest incidence of ministers* seeking outside employment. In
the non-connectlonal churches the opposite is true, despite
the great number of churches. Of twenty-eight Baptist ministers
Interviewed during this study, sixteen of them became imme¬
diately concerned about the displacement of ministers which
would result from consolidation and unification of churches.
Those whose concern was for the welfare of the church, as
over against concern for displaced ministers, were men of
training, ability, and influence. They had no fear of being
eliminated in any merger movement. It is reasonable to pre¬
dict that such a movement will be met by greater opposition
by unschooled ministers than from any other quarter. Indeed,
many of these men are unaware of any inadequacy in their
ministry except the matter of salary.
So far as the men of our study are concerned, what do
they, themselves, suggest as possible remedies for the dif¬
ficulties which they have thus far endured? The follov/ing
19
Table will show these suggestions at a glance.
TABLE IV
SUGGESTIONS BY 100 MINISTERS FOR IMPROVEMENT








Larger charges 20 19 hi
Outside work 5 9 1
Minimum salary fund 2 1 2
One big church as ideal 20^ 95^ 100^
The phraseology of the answers to the questionnaire
leaves some doubt as to whether the ministers all interpret
the term larger parish correctly or in the same manner. Thus,
the col\min above relating to larger charges includes those
who spoke of combining charges, consolidating charges and
churches, expanding charges, and establishing larger parishes.
The central idea seems to be to Increase the number of mem¬
bers under the care of one pastor, call it what you will.
It is significant that only five ministers suggested
a minimum salary fund as a source of help. This may be due
to the fact that few conferences if any in the Central
Jurisdiction have such an arrangement, consequently, few of
the men know how the minimum salary schedule operates.
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The comments which were written on the back of the
questionnaires reveal many thoughtful attitudes toward the
relation of a minister's supplementary employment and his
influence in the community* Some think that the choice of
common labor lowers the dignity of the profession. Others
expressed the opinion that it is thP man's personality and
his own sense of dignity which mattered, the type of job
notwithstanding.
To summarize the chapter, then, it is noted that no
unique plan for the financial salvation of the ministers of
the Central Jurisdiction was suggested, and already one be¬
gins to discern the beginnings of a vicious circle from which
escape will be most difficult! the churches in Negro communi¬
ties are too close together and too numerous; this causes
their memberships to be small; small memberships can employ
only untrained ministers; and untrained ministers thrive--
or at least find their greatest opportunities—in such situa¬
tions, therefore, they encourage the establishment of still
more of these small churches, which have small memberships,
which begins the vicious circle all over again. The situa¬
tion itself, and all the inadequacies it engenders, suggests
that community leaders and church authorities must work to¬
gether to put into operation a process which will eventually
eliminate the dilemma.
CHAPTER III
POPULATIOII CHiHu.CTERISTICS OF THE
COUETIES STUDIED
At the time of the last survey of the field of this
study by the writer—1954, there were only fourteen inter¬
denominational ministerial alliances to be found among the
Hegroes of South Carolina, These were located in the follow¬
ing counties: Aiken, Anderson, Charleston, Chester, Chesterfield,
Florence, Greenville, Greenwood, Karlboro, Orangeburg, Richland,
Spartanburg, Sumter, and York. These counties are a cross sec¬
tion of the state’s forty-six counties, for they are located in
all the regions of the state, from the Atlantic Ocean on the
east to the Blue Ridge mountains on the west; from the north
Carolina line on the north to the mouth of the i>avannah River
on the south, At/least one of these counties, Charleston, is
predominantly a metropolitan area. The following eight are
largely Industrial: Aiken, Anderson, Chester, Greenville,
Greenwood, Richland, Spartanburg, and York. Chesterfield,
Florence, llarlboro, Orangeburg, and burater are largely rural
farm.
A full description of these counties will necessitate
the use of many tables, for there are many factors involved:
populations, v;hite and non-white, farm, non-farm, and indus¬
trial; farms, size, number, value, tenure; incomes, farm and
non-farm, and by tenure; educational level: all these come in
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for consideration. The following table gives some of the more
important characteristics of the counties studied.
TABLE V
POPULATION, LAND AREA, AND PERCENT











Aiken 53.137 19,30S 702,OSO '' 60.3 ’ 33.7
Anderson 90.664 19,291 496,000 S2.2 42.7
Charleston 164,^56 6S,26S 604.SOO 23.0 24.3
Chester
. 32.597 13.756 374,400 66.9 40.0
(Cheraw)
Chesterfield 36,236 14.132 507,520 64.4 20.7
Florence 79.710 35,765 515.200 76.4 S.6
Greenville 16S,152 31,47S 504,960 62.0 39.9
Greenwood 41.62s 12,551 2S6,0S0 6S.2 4S.2
{Bennettsville)
Marlboro 31.766 16.519 30s.4SO 72.6 IS.3
Orangeburg 6S.726 43.425 707,200 77.2 13.0
(Columbia)
Richland 142.565 50,. 462 47S.720 46.1 11.6
Spartanburg 150,359 33.627 531.200 73.5 40.3
Siamter 57.634 33.004 425.600 61.9
(Rock Hill)
York 71.596 22.207 43S,400 77.4 43.3
^ United States Census of the Population: 1950,
General Characteristics—South Carolina, Vol. II, P-B40.
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In only three of the counties, Marlboro, Orangeburg,
and Sumter, do Negroes outniimber whites. The percent of the
acreage given to farming seems to have no relation to the per¬
cent of the population engaged in industrial employment. By
far the richest counties are those which have the highest
percent of the labor force engaged in the textile and related
industries. An interesting historical note may properly be
inserted at this point. The textile industry as a means of
mass employment for poor whites was introduced into South
Carolina in the area between Aiken and Augusta, Georgia in 1^47
by one William Gregg.^ Tens of thousands of whites were unable
to earn a decent living because of the competition of slave
labor. The industry, begun for whites, has to this day re¬
mained a source of employment for whites primarily. Negroes
who are employed in the textile industry, as our next Table
will show, are a negligible minority. Those who are employed
around the mill as laborers, janitors, menials, truck drivers,
and the like, are numbered in this small group. Though they do
not work in any great numbers in this field, the incomes of
Negroes in industrial areas is significantly larger than are
those in other areas. In some cases Negroes in industrial
areas have higher incomes than do whites in rural farm areas.
A. B. V/allace, The South In The Building Of The Nation
(Southern Publication Society, Richmond, 1909)> VoIT II, p. 51*
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TABLE VI
INDUSTRY GROUP ACCORDING TO RACE AND_PERCENT










Agriculture 79,299 16.4 117,756 43.2
Manufacturing 173,934 36.0 36,S45 13.5
Textiles 134,029 27^7 2.1
Only 15.9 percent of the Negroes in the labor force
are employed in the more lucrative fields as over against
63.7 percent of the whites who are employed. To put it in
concrete numbers, out of a total population of B22,077 Negroes
in South Carolina, only 7,337 are employed in the textile in¬
dustry. This will show up in a comparison of incomes in a
later Table.
TABLE VII







Priyate wage and salary workers 67.6 60.0
Government workers 9.5 5.9
Self-employed workers 21.2 19.2
Unpaid family workers1^7 12.3
5 United States Census of the Population, op. cit.
^ Ibid.
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Table VIII will show characteristics of the population and
median incomes by race.
TABLE VIII
URBAN, RURAL FARM, AND NEGRO POPULATIONS
AND MEDIAN INCOMES BY RACE FOR- COUNTIES










Aiken 33.5 27.9 36.4 11.705 1 758
Anderson 44.7 2S.5 21.3 2,095 764
Charleston 73.0 4.5 41.5 1,701 839
Chester 32.0 34.0 42.2 1,S47 623
Chesterfield 13.3 56.1 39.0 1,057 682
Florence 34.7 46.5 44.9 1,44S . . 813
Greenville 59.9 . 14.9 1^.7 2.386 1.249
Greenwood 49.4 19.7 30.2 2,416 1,113
Marlboro 24.6 44.1 52.7 S33 446
Orangeburf!: 22.3 4^.9 63.2 878 544
Richland 77.6 S.l 35.4 2,031 1,060
Spartanburg 34.6 21.3. 22.4 2>253 ,lr004
Sumter 45.1 32.0 57.3 1,372 748
York 49.1 25.6 31.0 2.223 889
5 Ibid
TABLE IX
PROGRESS IN FARM TENURE OVER PERIOD 1920 - 1950^
193^5 3W5 1^
Farm Farm Farm Farm
County Owners Tenants Owners Tenants Owners Tenants Owners Tenants
Aiken 20.3 79.7 21.S 7S.2 2S.2 71. S 39.6 60.3
Anderson 7.4 92.6 7.5 92.5 S.S 91.2 14.9 S5.1
Charleston 6S.5 31.5 67.9 32.5 Sl.O 19.0 90. S 9.2
Chester 10.9 S9.1 12.5 S7.4 16.1 S3.9 26.4 73.6
Chesterfield 21.2 7S.S 26.S 73.2 35.1 64.9 36.3 63.7
Florence 14.6 S5.4 IS.O S2.0 19.5 SO. 5 1S.6 Si.4
Greenville 22.3 77.7 14.6 S5.4 IS.I S2.0 27.0 73.0
Greenwood 10.0 90.0 12.1 SS.O 16.6 83.it 26.4 73.6
Marlboro 6.3 93.7 7.9 92.1 S.S 91.2 11.6 SS.4
Oran^eburff 19.5 SO. 5 17.5 S2.5 30.0 70.0 35.1 64.2
Richland IS.6 Si.4 26.5 73.5 30.5 69.5 57. S 42.2
Spartanburg: 11.7 «8.3 11.7 SS.3 14.6 S5.4 21.4 7S.6
Sumter 23.2 76. S 17.6 S2.4 21.6 7S.3 34.5 65.5




Though Table IX shows a steady increase In farm owner¬
ship and a decline in tenancy, there is still cause for con¬
cern if the statement by Kolb and Brunner is to be accepted:
Studies by the Institute of Social and Religious
Research have repeatedly demonstrated that when the
tenancy ratio exceeds one-fifth, the church and other
social organizations begin to decline,'
The median for the fourteen counties of the study is
67.4 percent of tenancy. In the light of the above quotation,
there is little hope for the survival of the rural churches
among Negroes in the counties studied. This statement, when
compared with the facts, suggests that some kind of remedy
is imperative.
Four Tables follow to round out the statistical
character of the counties studied. They show the size of
farms, their value, the incidence of schooling of the popu¬
lation, and other facts,
TABLE X
AVERAGE ACREAGE OF FARMS BT TENURE, WHITE AND NEGRO,








WTiite 119.7 211. S 14S0.3 5^.1 41.1
Negro
. .514- 50.5 969.3 36.7 29.3
Kolb and Brunner, op. cit.. p. 464.
^ United States Census of Agriculture, 1950, North
Carolina and South Carolina, Vol. I, Part 16.
2^
TABLE XI
VALUE OF LAND AND BUILDINGS

























Average value per acre:
White $65.07 $61.69 $60.39 $84.14 $91.95
Negro 52190 62.89 84.27
, .74;71..... 65.05
The niomber of farm managers in South Carolina is negli¬
gible, less than one-half of one percent of all farm operators.
For that state, too, the value of Negro farm owners’ homes
and land is less than that of white sharecroppers, and the
value per acre is less for Negro owners than for any other
class. The value per acre is less for all other classes
than it is for sharecroppers. Thus, the sharecroppers’
land is better than that of the other farm operators’ land,
but his living conditions are not as good because of poor
housing and the fact that he must share his profits with
the owner.
VRien it is considered that 43.2 percent of the employ¬
able Negroes in South Carolina are farm workers of varying
classes, that their incomes are lower that other major in¬
come group, and that they live on farms which have a value
averaging |3,297, buildings and land, one begins to get a
9 Ibid.
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picture of the kind of church which can be supported In rural
communities.
The following table shows the Increase or decrease In
farm size for our counties for the period 1945 - 1950.
TABLE XII
AVERAGE FARM SIZE IN ACRES
FOR SELECTED COUNTIES 1945-1950
TEE NON-WRITE POPULATION 10
















United States Census of the Population; 1950,
North Carolina and South Carolina, Vol. I, Part 16*
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Table XII shows an increase in farm size over the count
taken five years previously. Some of the possible reasons for
this increase may be (1) the trend of the people toward the
towns and cities, leaving land available, (2) the war-time
economic boom of the past decade which made farm purchases
possible, ans (3) the expansion of acreage made possible by
the use of farm machinery.
The final factor to be considered in this chapter is
the educational index of the counties studied,
TABLE XIII
PERCENT DISTRIBUTION OF YEARS OF SCHOOL COMPLETED
FOR THE STATE, URBAN, RURAL NON-FART/I,
AND RURAL FARM, BY RACE^l
1950
No Percent Years Completed Median
Group Years Elementary High School College Grades
United States 6.0 9.3
The State 5.3 56.6 27.5 10.S 7.6
VJhite 2.6 46. S 34.5 S.2 9.0
Non-white 10.5 76.0 S.2 2.S 4.8
Urban
^vliite 1.6 37.0 38.S 20.9 10.3




3.2 54.^ 32.4 11.2 8,4
Non-white 12.9 75.9 6.3 2.6 4.4
Rural Farm
White 3.6 58.5 29.1 7.4 7.9
Non-white 10.4 Sl.O 5.4 1.6 4.4
Ibid.
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By way of stimmary, this chapter draws a picture of the
economic, educational, and social status of South Carolina’s
population, particularly of the fourteen counties under study.
The implication of the high incidence of tenancy is made plain
by Kolb and Brunner:
In tenant-dominated communities all types of social
©Fganizations tend to be weaker and less progressive
than in communities where owners preponderate. One ob¬
vious reason for this lies in the insecurity of the
renter’s tenure. If he operates under a short term
lease he is not sure how long he will remain in the
community. He hesitates to form ties until he feels
more certain of permanence. Eventually, perhaps, he
habituates himself to living more apart from organized
social life than does the owner who, because of his
capital investment, is likely to be more securely an¬
chored to the locality and, therefore, more interested
in its social life.^^
Twenty percent of the people of the state over one
year old move each year. The rural farm Negro in South
Carolina lives on a farm of eighty-seven acres, 65.7 percent
of which belongs to someone else; he has an average yearly
income of |419; he has completed 4.4 grades of schooling;
and he lives in a household with 2,6 other persons. These
factors have a bearing on his ability to give financial aid
to a church, his attitude toward joining a church, the kind
of program his church will promote, and on many other
factors of vital import to his spiritual and general well¬
being, not the least of which is the minister who cares for
his church. The minister and his organization are the sub¬
ject matter of the next chapter.
12
Kolb and Brunner, op. cit.. p. 321.
CHAPTER IV
A STUDY AND CC3MPARIS0N OF FOURTEEN NEGRO
AND FOURTEEN WHITE INTERDENOMINATIONAL MINISTERIAL
ALLIANCES TO SHOW THE TYPES OF
INTERCHURCH CO-OPERATION NOW IN EFFECT
IN THE STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA
The fotirteen South Carolina counties whose demographic
characteristics were given in the previous chapter have in
their borders the towns and cities where Negro interdenomin¬
ational ministerial alliances are to be found* To facili¬
tate comparison, the white interdenominational ministerial
alliances were studied in the same towns and cities* The
entire counties have been taken into consideration because
to a great degree the ministers who served the counties had
their residence in the towns and cities*
The study to show the types of interchurch co-opera¬
tion now being practiced reveals a variety of interests on
the part of ministers* Though not all of the activities
engaged in by the alliances may be typed under these head¬
ings, the table which follows will serve our purpose at




ACTIVITIES OF MINISTERIAL ALLIANCES
ACCORDING TO TYPE
Type of Activity Specific Activities
Ministerial joint evangelistic campaigns,
radio programs, pulpit exchange,
seasonal worship services; ministry
to penal institutions, hospitals,
USO, and industrial areas
Social youth retreats, rallies camps,
parish house recreation, playground
activities, athletic league,
scouting
Educational joint Daily Vacation Church Schools,
intradenominational leadership
training schools; support of kin¬
dergarten; extension school for
ministers
Missionary support college, orphanage, home
for aged women; church extension.
Community Church—non-denomlnation-
al
Civic fund campaigns; political action
campaigns; religious census;
support of community center;
probation officers of juvenile
court
Others the Lord’s acre; the Larger Parish
It is frankly admitted by some that their organization
is primarily a ministerial fellowship, and that meetings are
principally social. The alliance of Negro ministers in the
city of Greenwood meets monthly at the home of members.
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Some discussion is carried on about topics of interest—
the schedule for the radio program which they sustain, civic
affairs, committee reports, and the like—and then the course
of good fellowship is pursued by partaking of a repast. The
enthusiasm which attends the repast suggests that it is real¬
ly the main item of the entire occasion. The alliances of
white ministers in Greenville, Greenwood, and Charleston meet
at the luncheon hour in the Interest of good fellowship.
Though the Interests of these groups are far broader than
social, it is the spirit of fellowship which holds the organ¬
ization together and sets the stage for the many co-operative
projects which these alliances undertake. Men who belong to
this type of organization are more likely to co-operate across
denominational lines than are those who meet principally for
devotional and business purposes, for their work is projected
against a background of friendliness and mutual respect.
Committees do the work of such a group.
While the questionnaire did not contain any questions
regarding this type of interest, enough was revealed in the
interviews to indicate the Importance of the relationships
promoted by this type of organization. The fllled-out
questionnaires bear out the assertion that these engaged in
more activities and had a higher average attendance than
groups which met on a more formal or business level. Eight
of the alliances studied are classed as fellowship type. The
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following table compares the activities and average attendance
of this type with the other twenty organizations*
TABLE XV
NUMBER OP ACTIVITIES AND AVERAGE ATTENDANCE
OP PELLOWSHIP ALLIANCES AND OTHERS
Average no* Average
Type of Group of Activities Attendance
Pellowship type 9.5 68%
Non-fellowship type 5*5 6Z%
A total of twenty-nine different Interchurch activities
were listed by the twenty-eight organizations studied, some
of which participated in as many as fifteen* A majority of
these fall under the heading of ministerial or priestly
functions* All of the alliances had many Interests In this
category* All participate in evangelistic campaigns—either
jointly or simultaneously or communions ' within the alliance
membership participate intra-denomlnatlonally* All have
radio programs* Twenty conduct or have conducted religious
censuses together* In twenty-six out of the twenty-eight
cases. Dally Vacation Church Schools are held co-operatively
by at least some of the churches belonging to the organiza¬
tions *
Twenty-five alliances engage in a program of pulpit
exchange for preaching and worship, but in no case reported
had a Negro minister been invited to apeak to a white church.
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though It Is common to see a white minister In a church of
Kegroes.
In ten communities the townsfolk are brought together
across denominational lines for special worship services at
Easter, Thanksgiving, and Christmas time. The Negro alliance
of Charleston, one of the most active and well-organized in
the state, conducts a study and observance of the Reformation
each year. This emphasis receives widespread Interest In the
area.
Of the groups studied eight supply a ministry to penal
institutions and hospitals, three to United Service organi¬
zations which serve nearby military Installations. One fur¬
nishes a minister to conduct the devotional services at the
opening of City Council meetings. This unique project is
found in Sumter, where the mayor is a woman. The white
ministers serve In this capacity for two weeks and the Negro
ministers one week.
Comparatively few groups co-operate in programs of
training for ministers and lay workers. While eighteen
groups either approve or conduct youth rallies, retreats,
and summer camps, only five co-operate in training programs;
two for ministers and ttiree for lay folk.
Of the many Boy and Girl Scout troops sponsored by
churches, no alliance is listed as promoting these organiza¬
tions across denominational lines. It is true, however.
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that the boys and girls of these troops cross denominational
lines very readily if their own churches do not sponsor these
activities. The writer has observed that this is true in
Orangeburg and Columbia, at least. Some alliances do not
sponsor an athletic league because there are not enough churches
of sufficient size in the vicinity to organize a league. In
some towns the city recreation department has an adequate
program and there is no need that the churches duplicate the
effort. In still other localities, there are \inmet needs
and a sufficient number of large churches which could support
teams in a 'Sunday School League', but there are taboos and
attitudes which prevent some of the chiirches from participa¬
ting in sports, leaving an insufficient number to carry on a
league. This situation exists among the white churches of
Orangeburg. Two Negro churches in the same city sponsor base¬
ball teams in the city recreation program, the Methodist Church
and the Catholic Church. The other two teams in the league
are sponsored by the Veterans of Foreign Wars post and a local
merchant.
Whereas thirteen of the alliances co-operated in the
support of an orphanage, only five did so in the support of
a college. Three health clinics have been promoted by alli¬
ances, and a home for aged women is the special project of
one white alliance.
Two of the churches established co-operatively are
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non-denomlnatlonal and are located In newly developed resi¬
dential areas near a military Installation near Columbia.
In these Instances the co-operation entailed little more
than the agreement by all that they would not establish any
churches In a given area, thus eliminating the competition
which results when churches are built In too close proximity.
The housing authorities established the building. It Is not
known by the writer how the ministers are chosen for these
ChurChe s.
In Greenville an outstanding Incidence of co-operation
Is being displayed by a group of ch\irches of the Baptist de¬
nomination. Not alone were the funds contributed from the
budgets of the mother chxarches, but members living nearer to
the new church than to the sponsoring churches are formed
Into the new congregation. This denomination maintains a
central office with paid personnel to co-ordinate the work
of that communion In the area. Coincidentally, a retired
minister Is In charge of the office. It Is possible that
the presence of a theological seminary of that denomination
In that city gives Impetus to much of the co-operative work.
Pour new Baptist churches have been established by this
group within the past six years.
Church schools are being sponsored In many communi¬
ties by Individuals and by churches, but none were discover¬
ed which were being sponsored Interdenomlnatlonally. Intra¬
denomlnational church schools are commonplace.
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Though the organization as a whole may merely express
approval In this Instance, some of the men of the white alli¬
ance of Spartanburg are carrying on an extensive Lord's Acre
project* All of those participating were of the same sect,
thus it may be the project of a Methodist District or some
such division* The member of the alliance who gave the in¬
formation was of a different denomination, and did not have
details of the project* Sumter reported a larger parish a-
mong Presbyterians and Charleston reported one among the
1
Episcopalians of the area*
All of the Negro alliances give some time to civic
affairs* Only six of the white alliances give specific em¬
phasis to civic matters* The need to give instruction in
registering and voting, to encourage participation in public
affairs, to promote political action, and to act as liaison
between the people and elected public servants. Imposes upon
the Negro alliances the responsibility of exercising these
functions, for they are Inadequately taken care of by other
agencies* Indeed, it seems to be the general feeling among
Negro ministers that they alone can afford to be agressive
in things civic and political for they, of all the labor
force, do not depend directly upon white persons for their
livelihood, whereas, other may jeopardize their jobs if
Note: The larger parish and other co-operative plans
of church promotion will be discussed in a later chapter*
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they take some action which Is counter to the thinking or
wishes of their employers*
There are only two activities listed by all of the
alliances: radio ministry and Joint or simultaneous evangel
Istic campaigns* Projects which require a large outlay In
money and facilities are participated In more extensively by
white than by Negro ministers* The following table shows
the frequency of participation In these more costly projects
TABLE XVI
PARTICIPATION IN COSTLIER ACTIVITIES





Athletic league 2 11
Support Orphanage 3 10
Church extension 1 6
Youth camps 6 12
Negro alliances had four Interests that white groups
did not have: support of a college^ a playground* and a com-
xnunlty center* and ministry to an Industrial area* White
alliances had six activities which the Negro groups did not
participate In: church extension—to the extent of estab¬
lishing new congregations* ministry to a USO* the larger
pariah* a home for aged women* the Lord*s Acre project* and
acting as probation officers of the Juvenile court*
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The following table gives an overall picture of the
number of activities in which each alliance participated*
TABLE XVII
FREQUENCY OP CO-OPERATIVE PARTICIPATION IN
TWENTY-SIX ACTIVITIES ACCORDING TO
RACE
Activity
Joint am simultaneous evangelism - - - 14“
Radio ministry - -- -- -- -- -- -- 14
Fund campaigns (Community Chest, etc*)- 14
Exchange of pulpit and worship services 14
Political action 14
Daily Vacation Church School ------ 13
Religious census - -- -- -- -- -- - 8
Youth retreats, rallies, sximmer camps - 6
Support college ------------ 5
Support orphanage —3
Seasonal worship services ------- 3
Athletic league ------------ 2
ministry to Institutions (jails, etc*) - 2
Health clinic ------------- 2
Church extension (same denomination) — 1
Consnunity or non-denominational church - 0
Training of laity ----------- 1
Extension school for pastors ------ 1
Sponsor playground ----------- l
Support community center — 1
Rotation ministry to Industrial area - - 1
Ministry to USO ------------ 0
Larger Parish ------------- 0
Home for aged women ---------- 0
Probation officers of Juvenile Court — 0
Lord*s Acre project - -- -- -- -- - 0



























Average number of activities ------7*6 -------9*5
Some of the activities found In the study are the
unique Interest of one alliance only. In Florence alone
are the ministers appointed as probation officers of the
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Juvenile court* The Negro ministers, although they do not
hold the official position, are often called upon to act as
friend of the court In this and other capacities*
In Greenville the white alliance has a very high In¬
cidence of very active Baptist ministers In its membership*
The Baptist men co-operate intra-denomlnationally in conduct¬
ing training classes for church school teachers weekly. In¬
cluding one for Negroes* They also conduct extension classes
for In-service ministers*
The Interdenominational Ministerial Alliance of
Western Carolina, located at Aiken, conducts an extension
school for ministers* The writer attended sessions of the
school and learned that the instructors come from a Baptist
college and seminary In Colximbla, Benedict College and Starks
Seminary, which are affiliated* The men are given Instruc¬
tions In homiletics, theology, worship, church history, and
speech* Thirty-six persons were present at the session the
writer attended, and their enthusiasm over the work Indicated
their very deep appreciation of the project. The men present
represented the major denominations of the area: Baptist,
Methodist, African Methodist Episcopal, and Colored Methodist
Episcopal* This alliance also gives a rotating ministry to
the newly developed industrial area created by the erection
of an Atomic Energy Commission plant in the area* Each minis¬
ter of the alliance takes a one-month period In which he has
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th® reaponalTalllty of conducting worahlp aervlcea, diatrllDut-
ing literature, and otherwlao offering paatoral nurt\ire In
the area. Since very many of thoae who came aa lahorera to
help erect the plant have left, the need for thla aervlce la
not nearly aa great aa it waa, however, the alliance contin¬
ue® to maintain aome paatoral overalght of the area.
In SpartanhTirg the Negro alliance aponaored an annual
tuberculoala clinic until the county and city board® of
health took reaponaibility for that work. The miniatera
aollclted the voluntary aervlcea of nuraea and a phyalcian
to admlnlater the aerum. The miniatera defrayed the coat of
auppliea by aollcltlng gift® through their churchea and from
other Intereated Individuala. They alao gave publicity to
the project.
Greenwood haa a federated youth organization compoaed
of young people from the following churchea: Lutheran Baptiat,
Eplacopal, Methodiat, and Preabyterlan. Thla federation waa
born out of the co-operative efforta of the miniatera of the
aponaorlng churchea. Though it haa many aoclal and other In-
tereata, thla federation of youth organization® worka prin¬
cipally to give financial aupport to the local Connie
Maxwell Orphanage. All the participanta in thla federation
are from white churchea.
The Preabyterlan Church of Greenwood contributea
money enough to aupport a Negro boy at the orphanage in the
nearby town of Laurena. Thia la a church of white people.
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Three white Methodist churches In Sumter co-operated
to establish a new church. The District Board of Church
Extension spearheaded the project under the guidance of the
District Superintendent. The Negro Presbyterian ministers
of STunter operate what they call outpost church schools,
which are really rudimentary churches. The three ministers
In the area co-operate go give oversight to seven outposts
which are scattered throughout Sumter county.
The religious census is conducted Jointly by twelve
white and eight Negro alliances. In these organizations the
every member canvass Is conducted simultaneously. The writer
cannot account for the small number of Negro groups conduct¬
ing the census except to suggest that they are not awake to
the need of carrying on such a project periodically. Indeed,
the writer, as chairman of the program committee of his alli¬
ance, had a proposal to conduct a religious census defeated
on the assvimptlon that It was but a subterfuge to absorb Into
the membership of his own church those of his denomination
living in the city but having their membership in some rural
church.
The white alliance of Orangeburg could not get the co¬
operation of the Second Baptist Church in carrying out the
religious census In 1951. That church conducted Its own
census of the entire community, duplicating In money, effort,
and time all that had already been done Just two weeks before.
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It turned out to be auch an unhappy experience that that
church has since co-operated with the alliance In that en¬
deavor* Significantly, the Catholic church co-operated In
the conduct of the census, even though Its minister does not
belong to the ministerial alliance*
The Negro alliance of Orangeburg has given an out¬
standing Instance of co-operation In the Interest of support
for a college* Under the Inspiration and guidance of the
Presbyterian minister, a program with financial emphasis was
given In a Baptist ch\irch for Claflln College, a Methodist
school, and Bishop Frank Madison Reid, an African Methodist
Episcopal Bishop, delivered the principal address* As a re¬
sult, the sum of four hundred dollars was presented to the
president of the college at the banquet which followed the
program* There was the heartiest co-operation by all the
active members of the alliance, regardless of denomination,
and the Incident la still referred to with pride by all who
took a part* This alliance also carries on a city-wide
evangelistic campaign which Is held annually In the gym¬
nasium of the Methodist college mentioned above, and con¬
tributes systematically to a kindergarten operated by the
Methodist church of the city, whose minister belongs to
the alliance*
Orphanages come In for support by some denominations
as a regular part of their missions program* Such an Inter-
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est is at times cultivated in the alliance so that the
project will he better supported. Ten white as over against
three Negro alliances support orphanages to some extent. The
alliances which are nearest to orphanages give them the
greatest support. Perhaps the success of the Connie Maxwell
Orphanage of Greenwood is due to the fact that they solicit
very little money from the public. Instead, they request
the premium coupons which are given away with many articles
purchased. These are redeemed by the orphanage for many
valuable pieces of merchandise, which is either used at the
institution or is sold for net profit.
The scouting program has just come into vogue in
South Carolina in the past two decades so far as Negroes
are concerned. An attempt to organize a Boy Scout troop
for Negroes in Lynchburg in 1937 was met with violence.
Thus, it is not sxorprislng that the white alliances report
eighty-nine percent participation in this type of activity
while Negro alliances report twenty-seven percent participa¬
tion only.
Upon noting that only six white and two Negro alliances
carry the church to hospitals, homes, and houses of correction,
one assumes that the religious nurture of these institutions
is supplied through other channels. To the contrary, this is
not the case. The Negro alliance of Columbia states that it
was Instrumental in having chaplains appointed to the state
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Institution for mental patients and the state penitentiary#
Individual ministers visit Jails and hospitals regularly but
not on any co-operative basis set up by their alliances# This
does not reflect on an organization's ability to co-operate
as much as It shows an area of neglect#
The alliance of Kegro ministers of Charleston lays
claim to the organization and support of a health clinic on
John’s Island# Church and school organizations find less
need to support clinics now than formerly, for public health
authorities have begun to meet the needs In most communities#
However, on some of the Islands off the coast are communi¬
ties which, because of their Isolation, have not reached the
degree of socialization necessary to maintain all the agen¬
cies of modern life; therefore, there Is need that their
efforts be supplemented by outside help#
In an attempt to discover attitudes toward church co¬
operation, this question was asked of alliance representa¬
tives: Would your organization support consolidation of
churches for the convenience of the coimiunlty? The replies
received only Indicated what the Interviewee thought would be
the opinions of a majority of his friends of the alliance#
No reliable conclusions, then, can be drawn from the replies
to this particular question# It Is Interesting to note, how¬
ever, that all thought the more enlightened ministers would
go along with such a move.
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No Interdenominational leadership training school for
lay folk was found among the alliances studied even though
many were found to exist on a denominational basis within a
district or association# On the other hand, interdenomina¬
tional youth assemblies, retreats, and rallies are partici¬
pated in or sponsored by members of six Negro and twelve
white alliances#
The lack of any interdenominatlonally organized lead¬
ership training may indicate that the assumption of doctrinal
differences may be the main barrier to co-operation# It may
be, too, that the polity of various sects prevents such co¬
operation# Where it is not explicitly stated in church law,
it is implied in the customs and traditions of a church that
its leadership be trained only in the accepted ways of that
church, for to have fellowship and to worship together is one
thing; to be indoctrinated by an outside teacher is another#
It can only be hoped that present day ecumenical emphases
will evoke new attitudes and that ministerial alliances will
blaze new trails in Interchurch co-operation# The chapter
on attitudes toward Interchurch co-operation will indicate
some of the possibilities for growth in this area#
The comparison of activities and interests of the
fourteen Negro and fourteen white ministerial alliances stud¬
ied shows neither in a bad light, but reveals that they com¬
pare favorably in accordance with their needs and opportuni¬
ties# Where more than half of one group participated in a
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type of project, a comparable Interest by the other group la
noticed* This Is true for most of the activities in which
more than half of the alliances participated. The most nota¬
ble exceptions are the ten white to three Negro groups giving
support to orphanages, the eleven white to two Negro groups
participating in athletic programs, and the fo\jrteen Negro
to six white groups expressing active interest in affairs
civic and political*
Though the foregoing indicates a fair degree of co¬
operation on the part of ministers, there is evidence that
competition as well as co-operation la a normal experience
of these groups*
A copy of the schedule submitted to alliance officials
follows on the next page, then follows a chapter which sets
out to show existing attitudes toward co-operation in the
state of South Carolina*
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FIGURE III
COPY OP QUESTIONNAIRE SUBMITTED TO MINISTERIAL ALLIANCES
A STUDY OF INTERCHURCH CO-OPERATION
NAME OP ORGANIZATION
CITY OR TOWN COUNTY
NUMBER OF MEMBERS AVERAGE ATTENDANCE
NUMBER OF MEETINGS PER MONTH ... DAY OP WEEK .. HOUR
MEMBERS BY DENOMINATION: BAPTISTS METHODISTS
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TYPES OP INTERCHURCH CO-OPERATION ENGAGED IN OR APPROVED BY
YOUR ORGANIZATION (Pleaae check (X) inappropriate space):
( ) SIMULTANEOUS OR JOINT EVANGELISTIC CAMPAIGNS.
( ) CITY-WIDE OR AREA RELIGIOUS CENSUS.
( ) JOINT DAILY VACATION CHURCH SCHOOL.
( ) CHURCH SCHOOL ATHLETIC LEAGUE.
( ) EXCHANGE OP PULPITS AND WORSHIP SERVICES.
( ) JOINT YOUTH RETREATS, SUMMER CAMPS, LEADERSHIP SCHOOLS.
( ) INTERDENOMINATIONAL HEALTH CLINIC.
( ) NON-DENOMINATIONAL CREDIT UNION.
( ) LARGER PARISH PLAN.
( ) NATIONAL FUND RAISING CAMPAIGNS—LIKE RED CROSS, ETC.
( ) JOINT SUPPORT OF CHURCH SCHOOL, COLLEGE, OR ORPHANAGE.
( ) SUPPORT CONSOLIDATION OP CHURCHES FOR THE CONVENIENCE
OP THE COMMUNITY.
PLEASE LIST BELOW OTHER TYPES OF INTERCHURCH CO-OPERATION IN





A STUDY OF ATTITUDES TOWARD INTERCHURCH CO-OPERATION
BASED ON PERSONAL INTERVIEWS
The interview study covered the length and breadth of
South Carolina, and included individuals in a variety of
pursuits and positions. The fifty persons interviewed in¬
cluded ministers and lay folk, rural and urban folk, men and
women, laborers and professionals, old and young, schooled
and unschooled persons, the churched and the unchurched,
and connectional and non-connectional affiliations.
In very few cases was the interviewee aware that he
was being intejrviewed. Conversations were kept on as in¬
formal a plane as circiimstances would permit. It is the
opinion of the writer, therefore, that the attitudes re¬
vealed here are the honest outlook of the persons interviewed.
This section of the work sets out to establish the
possibilities for growth in interchurch co-operation. If
the people who make up the small churches which are situ¬
ated in too close proximity are ready for unity or if they
are open to the suggestions and leadership of their pastors,
many of the existing competitive practices may be elimin¬
ated. If they are not ready or amenable to the suggestions
and leadership of their ministers, the condition which
exists today will continue.
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The reference to the people’s following the sugges¬
tions and leadership of their pastors is not to assume that
the pastors themselves will think favorably of or give lead¬
ership to the process of co-operation. On the contrary, it
may be found that the minister will have little appreciation
for such a movement—and justifiably so, from his point of
view, and will work against it.
Ten typical interviews follow.
Barber in town of two thousand.
Writer: Good afternoon. Sir.
Barber: Hello.
Writer: Can you direct me to the home of the
Methodist preacher?
Barber: WTiat kind of Methodist? VJe got ’em all.
Writer: Just plain Methodist.
Barber: Well, he just passed by here and said he’d
be back in fifteen minutes. Maybe you’ll wait.
W’riter: Thanks, Say, what kind of Methodist are you?
Barber: A.M.E.
Writer: I passed by three little churches in the last
three blocks. Is each one big enough to support a
preacher?
Barber: I don’t know how well the preachers are being
supported, but it sure seems there’s a lot of overlap¬
ping—less than BOO colored people in town, with four
Methodist churches and two Baptist. Three services
going on every Sunday morning, and not enough to fill up
one church, I don’t believe.
Writer: Well, what would you suggest? Some sort of
consolidation, like the schools? Or combining all the
Methodists and all the Baptists and making two fair
churches?
Barber: That may sound alri^t, but we A.M.Es.
wouldn’t think of joining up with your segregated church.
Writer: Well, do you think that the A.M.Es., A.M.E.Zs.
and C.M.Es. could get together?
Barber: As long as they keep the white people out. We
don’t want no segregated church.
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Carpenter in small town.
Carpenter: The people are leaving this place fast.
Not enough left in the churches to take care of the
preachers.
Writer: Well, what do you think they’ll have to do,
combine some of them, make them larger, so they will
support a minister?
Carpenter: That’s a good idea, but they’re still mad
about the thing they split about, and there ain’t no way
to get around that.
Writer: Is it something really serious?
Carpenter: Do people ever fall out over serious things
The intelligent people wanted the school principal for a
preacher, and a quiet service, and the others wanted a
whooper and a lot of noise. So they split. The little
fellows drew out; now they’ve got two preachers to sup¬
port. Only thing to do, I suppose, is to educate all of
|em, cause fast as they come out of school they join the
intelligent church, and the other preacher, he can’t
preach without saying something against education.
Lady cafe owner—town of 1,000.
L'riter: Do you know whether they have a ministerial
alliance in this town?
Lady: 0 no. Sir, I don’t think they have.
Writer: 0, don’t any preachers live here?
Lady: Four or five of them do.
Writer: Do they work together, preaching for each
other and that sort of thing?
Lady: 0 yes, they get along fine, and they visit a
lot viien they’re not out preaching.
V/riter: You mean, they visit their members?
Lady: 0 no! They visit each other’s churches and sit
nowhere else but in the pulpit.
Writer: Then, they have services on alternate
Sundays, eh?
Lady: Yes. First and third, and second and fourth.
V^riter: Do the people visit like the preachers?
Lady: 0 yes.
Writer: How do you think they’d feel about closing
down one or two and having just one big church?
Lady: Hah! You’re kidding!
V!riter: They could hire a trained minister, who
could give full time to the church. They could support
an adequate program. They could provide a nice, well-
equipped chiirch. It would have every advantage over
three or four small ones.
Lady: I think it would be a good thing. I’d vote for
it tomorrow. But I’m afraid you couldn’t get ten percent
of the people to o.k. it.
College freshman.
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Freshman: Reverend, really, I didn’t know I could en¬
joy church so much until I came here. You can’t even
imagine what goes on in my home church. The preacher
doesnt know any more about what ought to go on than the
people—and a lot of the people know more than he does.
And it’s like that in all the churches at home.
Writer: Well, what would you think of a plan to con¬
solidate all of those little churches so that they
could secure a full-time, trained pastor?
Freshman: That would be the greatest thing that ever
happened in my neck of the woods, and I know a lot of
other people who would like it.
Middle-aged domestic.
Writer: Hello, Madam; can you direct me to the A.M.E.
pastor’s home?
Domestic; About five or six blocks from here. Go
through the first light and turn left; keep on ’till you
come to a church with twin steeples. That’s not it.
You turn right there to the left, and when you come to
the end of the street, there’s his church and parsonage.
You can’t miss.
W'riter; Is he your preacher:
Domestic: No! I’m a Baptist. Been a Baptist all my
life. My first husband was A.M.E. Methodist, but I
never could get him right.
Writer; Do you think the Baptists and Methodists will
ever get together?
Domestic: Lord, no. They just ain’t right, droppin’
a little water on their heads. They just ain’t right.
And they’ll never get together with me.’
Young Baptist Deacon—rural ch\irch.
Deacon: I’m going to tell you the truth. Reverend;
most of these older deacons woiold fight anything like
that (the union of churches) because they’d be afraid
they wouldn’t be in control of the thing. That’s why
they want ignorant preachers—so they can control them.
Writer; W^ould they prefer to let the vdiole thing go
to the dogs, like it’s doing?
Deacon: I’m afraid they would.
Middle-aged housewife.
Housewife; I’ll have to confess. Reverend: I don’t
bother much about church. They aren’t doing anything,
anyway. So it wouldn’t make any difference to me if
they put all of them together.
Bus station attendant.
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Attendant: This community is doing alright. The people
get along fine, they support.each other’s churches, the
preachers plan their programs together so they wont con¬
flict too much, and everybody is getting along well, I
don’t see any need to change anything.
Writer: Then, the churches around here are well-
supported, eh?
Attendant: They all have young preachers. Two of ’em
went to school together to study preaching. They’re the
leaders. The rest have to try to keep up or just get
left behind.
Methodist minister’s wife, living in large town,
husband has a circuit.
Wife: The need is great, and no one knows it better
than I, but I’m afraid it just wouldn’t work.
W'riter: No?
Wife: No! You see, the people of these small churches
are loyal to the little building, not to Christian ideals
or to the Christian Church, nor even to the Denomination
of the little church. I wish it were not so, but let
somebody talk about closing down Peter Rock Methodist
Church and you’ve got the fight of your life on your
hands. Forty years ago that church had above 400 members.
Now it has less than twenty-five. They can’t pay a
sexton, let alone a pastor,
Ibe man.
Ice man: I heard what y’all was talkin’ about. Lot of
truth in what you say. But I don’t see how it could be
done. You take, if they ever put the three Baptist
churches in this town together, they’d need only one
preacher and one deacons’ board. Ain’t no deacons’
board in the world goin’ to vote itself out of business.
But, just like you was just sayin’, somethin’ sho ought
to be done.
Some interviews were longer and some were shorter than
the above. In some cases that covered a number of subjects,
reference to church co-operation was coincidental. In other
cases the writer was subjected to some slight ridicule for
suggesting co-operation between sects.
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It can be said that a very large proportion of the
population is aware of the need for some kind of adjustment
of the situation in question. The awareness is brought a-
bout by the fact that very many people travel and come into
contact with less primitive forms of worship than are found
at home, and many others have their appreciation heightened
throu^ education. The knowledge of more acceptable forms
of worship, however, neither suggests the means nor the
opportunities for betterment. The desperation with viiich a
college freshman says, ”I declare. Reverend, something ought
to be donej” is a case in point.
Of the fifty persons interviewed, twenty-seven ex¬
pressed an awareness of the need for co-operation, though
some thought it impossible to achieve, others thought it
impractical, and still others thought it better to continue
as at present thou^ there are many difficulties.
The findings of this part of the study are tabulated
on five main points: (1) those who are for co-operation and
think it will work; (2) those who are for it but think it
will not work; (3) those who are against it but think it
will work; (4) those who are against it and think it will
not work; and (5) those v4io are decidedly for it but v4io
gave no opinion as to its feasibility. The Table which




ATTITUDES TOWARD INTERCHURCH CO-OPERATION
For Co-operation Younger Older Total
Think it will work 15 5 20
Think it will not work ----- 7---- -4 -----11
No opinion of feasibility- - -- 5
Total - 25 - - - - II 36
Against Co-operation
Think it will not work ----- 3_>__iO-----13
Think it will work 0---- l___-_ 1
Total 3 11 14
There is a correlation between one’s age and opinion
regarding church co-operation which is striking, as the above
Table shows. Of the twenty persons who were buth for co-op¬
eration and thought it would work, fifteen are younger and
five are older. The writer’s own discretion is used in es¬
tablishing the scale for ’older’ and ’younger’ persons.
Generally, those who impressed the writer as being above the
age of forty years are termed older and those below forty
are termed younger.
Seven of the eleven persons who are in favor of co-op¬
eration but think it will not work are in the yoxmger bracket.
Ten of those who are both against co-operation and think it
will not v/ork are older persons. Thirty-six persons expressed
themselves as being in favor of co-operation. Of this nmber
twenty-five are younger and eleven are older persons. Four¬
teen are opposed to church co-operation involving federation
and eleven of these are older and three are younger persons.
No apology needs to be expressed for the older persons.
They have drawn their conclusions against the background of
experience, fear of change, and all to few examples of success¬
ful church consolidation and federation. Kolb and Brunner
have this to say about the church in a changing environment:
The operation of traditional, sentiments! loyalty to a
particular church counteracts somewhat the changing mate¬
rial and physical conditions tending to bring about the
abandonment of churches, particularly in the open country.
The chiu'ch is by nature conservative, the great repository
of tradition, slow to change or recognize what is called
modernity, so that individually, churches are less apt to
adapt themselves to change . . . than other social
institutions.-^
T'Jhat the younger persons express in their enthusiasm for
change, then, may be little more than an untried hope and the
hysteria of the times. However, their attitude may be a basis
for hope to those who are in position to see the real meaning,
for these young people are the church of tomorrow. They may
bring to reality the dream of a program which will dissolve
most of the difficulties which beset the town and country
church today.
About twenty percent of those interviewed may be
classed as white collar, if not professional, workers. Of
^ J. H. Kolb and Edmund deS, Brunner, A Study of Rural
Society (Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company, 193571 PP« 4^0-4^!.
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the eleven in this group, seven are in favor of church co-op¬
eration and think it will work, one favors but thinks it will
not work, and three think it both undesirable and unworkable.
Happily enough, those with educational background are awake
to the possibility for progress.
The fifty persons intervievjed are divided eighteen to
twenty-two in regard to rural and urban residence. The terms
rural and urban here refer to tovms with less and more than
5,000 inhabitants, respectively. Of the thirty-two urban
dwellers, twenty-five, or seventy-eight percent, are for
co-operation. The eighteen rural persons are divided twelve
to six, for and against.
If this sample of fifty persons were large enough to
claim its opinions as representative of South Carolina’s
2,114,355 souls, many deductions coiold be drawn from the fact
that eleven percent more urban persons than rural favor co-op¬
eration. It could be claimed that this is due to various
aspects of rural sociology: the respect of rural folk for the
established traditions of the community, their resistance to
change, or their rugged individuality. However, since the
sample is far too small to be representative, it seems sound
to conclude that the agencies of socialization available to
rural folk today narrow the gap between their opinions and
thbse of their urban neighbors. Indeed, co-operation in
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production, marketing, and consumption is an every day ex¬
perience of rural folk. And, according to Kolb and Brunner,
the majority of local church co-operative experiments are
rural in origin and location. The Community Church \'orkers,
a national organization which works extensively in the field
of church co-operation, lists four-fifths of their successful
ventures as rural churches. Four-fifths of some 4,200
Methodist laymen and ministers replied affirmatively to the
question, ’Should rural churches be federated on community
lines?’ The enduring trend seems to point to greater co¬
operation among a majority of the Protestant bodies. Evi¬
dence for this lies in the above example of the Methodist
questionnaire, and in the ease wdth Wiich individuals pass
back and forth between denominations, showing that their
2
religious needs can be satisfied in more than one sect.
These evidences could be multiplied many times over.
The history of the steady progress of chiirch co-operation,
the changing environment, the ease of transportation, the
very apparent wasteful duplication of effort, time, and
facilities, the divisive influence of different sects in
the community, the shortage of trained ministers: all of the
these dictate the need for the co-operation betv/een churches
which will be as much a boon to rural religion as commodity
co-operatives have been to rural economics.
2 Kolb and Brunner, op. cit., pp. 265, 44^*
CHAPTER VI
TYPES OP INTERCHURCH CO-OPERATION
The English poet and. satirist, Alexander Pope, might
well have had in mind the infant Protestant Church co-opera¬
tive movement when he penned these lines in his Essay on Man:
On modes of faith let graceless zealots fi^t.
His can't be wrong whose life is in the right.
On faith and hope the world will disagree
But all mankind's concern is charity.
Many of Pope's contemporaries had the zeal to 'win the
world to Christ' in their own time. Of one of these, William
Carey, our historian, Latourette, says, "Beginning at least
as early as Carey, some of the leaders in the Protestant mis-
sionaxT" enterprise had the whole world in their purview." He
goes on to add:
In contrast with the Roman Catholic Church, no central
administrative authority existed to co-ordinate the
efforts of the hundreds of bodies which everywhere were
trying to spread the Protestant forms of the Christian
message throughout the world. Yet such co-ordination was
obviously desirable.
In accordance with the genius of Protestantism, co-op¬
eration was not imposed from the top, for there was no top
to enforce it. It arose spontaneously and from many
quarters. Again in conformity with the nature of
Protestantism, the dominant strain in the movement for
co-ordination resisted efforts towards ecclesiastical uni¬
formity but made for a unity in which diversity and
individual conviction were preserved. Here was something
new in Christian history. The union of all churches was
sought, not by the road of one ecclesiastical structure
with a central administration vested with absolute author¬
ity, but by that of the voluntary fellowship of autonomous
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bodies in worship and in the devising and execution of
programs
V/illiam Warren Sweet, eminent Methodist Church histo¬
rian, relates that:
The beginnings of church federation go back to the
formation of the Evangelical Alliance in London in I8I4.6.
Here fifty different evangelical bodies in Europe and
America formed an organization to promote evangelical
union, to promote the cause of religious freedom, and
further the cause of Christ everywhere. At the World
Evangelical Alliance meeting in Berlin in l857 ...
Bishop Matthew Simpson preached a sermon on ‘Christian
Unity’ in the Emperor’s Royal Garrison Church, in which
he pleaded not for unity of belief or worship, but for
unity in activities and labors* . . . Due to the slavery
controversy a branch Alliance was not formed in the
United States until I867. Through its influences many
co-operative Christian enterprises were undertaken. To¬
ward the end of the century this organization became less
active and other interchurch organizations began to be
formed, the most notable of which was the ’Open and
Institutional Church League’.
The three Negro Methodist Episcopal Churches were a-
mong the original members of the Federal Council (of the
Churches of Christ in America) and have co-operated ac¬
tively in all its endeavors. Within the several Methodist
bodies the large majority of the leaders have always been
’ready for any feasible co-operation, friendly to definite
federation, responsive to the appeal for organic union,
and sympathetic with the ideals of those who seek to pro¬
mote it,’ but often ’incredulous as to its practibility’
As the twentieth century approached, such organizations
as the following arose: The Student Christian Movement, The
^ Kenneth Scott Latourette, A History of the Expansion
of Christianity (New York: Harper and Brothers Publishers,
i9iii), voi. iv7 pp» 102, 103.
2 William Warren Sweet, Methodism in ^erican History
(New York: Abingdon Press, 1953)> PP* 3^6-368^
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Student Volunteer Movement, and The World Evangelical
Alliance. After 1900 these arose: The Laymen's Missionary
Movement, The Missionary Education Movement, The Home Mission
Council, The National Council of the Churches of Christ in
America, The National Commission of Protestant Church Women,
and The Federal Council of the Churches of Christ in America.
Most of these of the present century survive to today.
Within these organizations many types of church co-op¬
eration were practiced. On the international level the
interaction included the issuing of missionary literature,
the allotting of fields to particular church bodies for
reason of econany and influence, the recognition by each of
the other's doctrine and polity as being valid and equal to
his own, and the pooling of resources in the educational and
missionary work at home and abroad.
The foregoing is not to imply that the so-called ecu¬
menical movement is always cast on a world stage. Indeed,
these larger processes of co-operation make possible the work¬
ing out of various arrangements on a local level, a localizing
of the ecumenical, so to speak. It is these larger movements,
the meeting of the administrative and policy-making agencies
of the various denominations, which set the stage for comity
and federation on the local level.
There is one group of great significance to be added
those mentioned above. It is of ccmparatively recent origin.
having evolved out of a gathering in Amsterdam in ipl+Q of one
hundred and thirty-five church bodies represented from forty
nations. The World Council of Churches, as it is called, had
its second general meeting in Evanston in It provides
a means of continuing relationship between the member bodies
throughout the world so as to be able to collaborate regularly
in matters of concern, and to render a common concern, and to
3render a common witness wherever possible.
On the world and national level, then, interdencmina-
tional organizations carry on the process of interchurch
co-operation. However, of Immediate concern to this work are
the local conference, district, association, convention,
parish, and congregation. What are the ways and means of
Interchurch co-operation on these face to face levels as they
affect local congregations and individuals? The works of
Kolb and Brxmner, of Douglas and Brunner, and of Doctor Ralph




Definition. An enlarged parish has the following
characteristics: (1) it is a pastoral charge which has been
^ Sweet, op» clt., p. \\29
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enlarged to meet the changed social and economic conditions
of the times, (2) to provide adequately for a well-trained
pastor, (3) to provide a large enough membership to carry on
an effective program, and (ij.) to reach the unchurched persons
in the areas between parishes.
All of the denominations use the enlarged parish, but
each group has its own name for it: the Methodists call it a
‘circuit', the Presbyterians, 'larger parish'. Congregational
Christians call it the 'yoked field', and the Disciples of
Christ call it the 'pastoral unity'. There are two general
types of enlarged parishes, the decentralized and the cen¬
tralized.
The Decentralized Parish. This arrangement is like
the 'circuit' so familiar to Methodists. The churches are
usually o^ the same denomination, employ one pastor, have a
co-operative centrally-planned program, and jointly provide
a parsonage fcr the pastor.
The Centralized Parish. The centralized parish is
composed of a central place of worship to which members come
frcan outlying areas. In the smaller communities which sup¬
port the central church there may be smaller places of
worship in which lay preachers assist the pastor in bringing
adequate leadership. The church bus furnishes transporta¬
tion where it is needed, and the principal activities of the




Definition. The group ministry plan is a church co-op¬
erative, composed of ministers in a region such as a county or
trade area.
Organization and Program. The pasters and selected
laymen from each church are called together by the denomina¬
tional supervisor. The area to be served is definitely agreed
upon, care being taken to include all neighborhoods in the area
in the detailed, co-operative planning of the program. All of
the pastors co-operate with other social agencies and character
building organizations in the area. Thus, instead of serving
several individual churches, the ministers of the group serve
all in the area who desire their services.
III. INTRADENOMINATIONAL CO-OPERATION
THE LARGER PARISH
Definition. The larger parish is a group of churches
within a definite area which organize themselves to co-oper¬
ate in the task of ministering effectively to all the people
within that area.
Organization and Program. The plan usually calls for
a staff of workers, each a specialist, to work in specialized
assignments. The area served is usually a community or a
trade area. The parish is directed by a council, which is
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usually composed of from two to six persons from each church.
Including the pastors and other employed workers. The larger
parish is organized on the assumption that several churches
working together can accomplish certain objectives more eff¬
ectively than working separately.
IV. INTERDENOMINATIONAL CO-OPERATION
THE YOKED FIELD
Definition. Two or more churches of different denom¬
inations, in the same or nearby localities, which meet
separately, but are served by the same pastor, are called
the yoked field.
Organization and program. Adequate pastoral support
for a trained minister is the main reason for yoking two
churches together. In this set-up the pastor adapts himself
to the different traditional methods of the denominational
groups served by him. For Instance, he may conduct a service
for Congregatlonalists on the first and third Sundays and for
Baptists on the second and fourth Sundays. These two churches
form a yoked field when they employ the same pastor. This
pastor represents each of the churches in their respective
ministerial councils. For all practical purposes he belongs
to tv/o denominations, and in some cases he is ordained in
both. Thus, the minister alone, and not two congregations of




Deflnltlon« A parish that is assigned to one denomina¬
tion and where the other co-operating denominations agree to
stay out, or to withdraw, is called an allocated field. The
Council of Churches of the State is usually the agency which
surveys the field, makes the allocation, and creates favorable
attitudes among the co-operating denominations so that they
will leave the field to one denomination. In some cases the
people in the parish decide which denomination they prefer.
VI. INTERDENOMINATIONAL CO-OPERATIDN
THE MUTUAL EXCHANGE OP CHURCHES AND FIELDS
Definition. A mutual exchange occurs when two denom¬
inations decide to stop competing in two communities, leaving
one community entirely to each denomination.
Organization. When each denomination has withdrawn to
a different community, the members of the withdrawing church
are expected to unite with the remaining church, and the of¬
ficers should be given office in the new, combined church.
The members of both churches should overwhelmingly consent
to such action before any move is made to exchange fields.
The denominational administrators or State Council can
recommend procedure, but the laymen in the churches are the




Definition. Federated churches are organizations
which are made up of two or more denominational organizations
for public services and social activities, the component
groups, however, retaining their connections with the respec¬
tive denominations. Benevolences are equitably divided.
Frequently the ministers are chosen alternately from the
bodies represented in the federation. The church becomes
legally one, but is recognized by both denominations to which
its members previously belonged.
Organization and Program. The federated church plan
provides an efficient avenue for co-operation, it provides
an atmosphere of brotherhood in a community, and gives more
effective use of personnel, funds, and property than the sep¬
arate units could maintain.
Professor Felton warns that co-operation is a process,
not an event.^ It does not take place without guidance. The
conservative nature of the church as a social institution,
attested to by many studies, is a factor to reckon with in any
movement toward co-operation. In every case leadership of
the highest calibre is needed if churches are to begin the
process of interaction before they have lost all of their
influence.
^ Ralph A. Felton, The Art of Church Cooperation (Madison,
N.J: Drew Theological Seminary, ipIJB), p.l6.
CHAPTER VII
SUmiARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND SUGGESTIONS
I. SUMMARY
In this work three separate phases of study had to be
made. The first was the study of 100 Negro ccmmunlties, using
materials of a previous study. The second phase involved the
use of a questionnaire which was submitted to the fourteen
Negro Interdenominational Ministerial Alliances in the state
of South Carolina. For purposes of comparison, the same
questionnaire was submitted to the White Interdenominational
Ministerial Alliances in the same towns. Figures from the
most recent decennial census of the population of the United
States were relied upon for population characteristics of the
counties in which the alliances were located because the mem¬
bers of the alliances served churches in all parts of the
counties, and not in the towns alone.
The third phase of this work necessitated the making of
fifty interviews to discover attitudes toward interchurch
co-operation.
The study of one hundred Negro communities was made to
ascertain the need for interchurch co-operation in the Central
Jurisdiction of the Methodist Church. From the materials used




It is the inescapable conclusion that a complex of
factors militate against the progress of the Negro churches
in the areas studied. The rural Negro church is ministered
to by a man inadequately prepared for the ministry and is
supported by less than two hundred members. These members
live on farms which average 87 acres in size and #3,297 in
value; the families of three and six-tenths persons average
#Ip.9 per year income; and those twenty-five years old and a-
bove have completed l+.l}. grades of schooling. The farms are
operated by farmers who move every fifth year and who are
67.14. percent tenants. Add to this the profusion and proximity
of churches to one another, and one begins to get a picture of
the plight of the rural Negro church.
As if the summary above were not enough, the factor of
migration must be mentioned as being of importance to the
welfare of the rural church. According to figures compiled
by Doctor Pelton, 8i]. percent of the counties in America
decreased in population between April 1, I9I4-O and November 1,
I9I4.3." On the other hand, only J+69 counties had an Increase
in population. This mobility of populations in America is
one of the factors which makes it necessary to seek methods
of church co-operation.
^ Ralph A. Pelton, Cooperative Churches (Madison,N.J:
Home Missions Council of North America, 191+7), P» 5*
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The Incidence of ministers seeking supplementary em¬
ployment is related to all the factors mentioned above as
affecting the rural church, for support of the church Includes
support of the minister. Upon consideration of all the fac¬
tors Involved it must be concluded that both the minister and
the church are receiving inadequate nurture, so to speak, for
the church is too poor to support the minister, driving him
out to seek outside employment, and his outside employment
consumes time which the minister should use in study and in
ministerial pursuits.
Ministers having supplementary employment have the low¬
est incidence of formal schooling. To their credit, however,
it must be stated that only five out of the 100 men studied
suggested minimum salary plans to boost support for poorly
paid ministers. They are unanimous in their choice of one
large church as ideal for any minister.
Though their willingness to find outside work is com¬
mendable, something more can be said of the effect that
various types of employment may have upon a minister's influ¬
ence and effectiveness in his parish. Traditionally, the non-
connectional communions and smaller sects have had little
hesitancy in employing ministers who did manual or unskilled
labor to supplement their salaries, but more recently the
attitude seems to be shifting toward the employment of men
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who, by the nature of their work, can assume natural roles of
leadership In the community. This is not to deprecate the
dignity of labor, but to suggest that common labor reflects a
lack of professional training which members do not care to
impute to their ministers. Methods of co-operation have been
suggested in Chapter VI which, if adopted, could eliminate
many of the besetting sins of the rural Negro church.
The second phase of this work involved the study of
twenty-eight ministerial alliances to show the extent to which
co-operation is being practiced at present and the types of
activity in wMch churches are working together.
To a marked degree, co-operation is the rule in all
the communities studied, though not all of it stems from
alliance initiation, and most of it is spontaneous and natural.
Support of church financial drives in which appeals are made to
the public is commonplace. Members of choirs and other musical
and literary groups carry on a program of exchange of services
which is mutually beneficial and lays the groundwork for the
broader aspects of co-operation. Though there is some evi¬
dence of competition in some communities, it seldom takes on a
vicious character, and most often it is what may be called
benign competition or friendly rivalry, and can be used to
promote pride in good churchmanship.
The co-operation which takes place among ministers
often involves committing their members to programs prior to
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receiving their consent. This reflects a state of rapport
between minister and people, indicating their acceptance of
his leadership. Here is the suggestion that broader aspects
of co-operation will find acceptance in proportion to the
interest and support of the ministers involved.
The joint activities engaged in most often are of an
evangelistic and missionary nature. Other enterprises in
which the alliance members studied engaged were: sponsorship
of health clinics, retreats, training classes, and recreation;
support of community centers, fund drives, colleges, orphan¬
ages, and political action campaigns; and promotion of joint
worship services. Daily Vacation Church Schools, new churches,
and church schools. Each alliance participates in an average
of eight and one-half projects. It is likely that this figure
should be higher, for, reasonably, some of the activities
participated in were overlooked by the interviewees in filling
out the questionnaire. Intradenominational projects may have
been carried on without the informant's knowledge, in cases
where the latter was of a different denomination.
All of the co-operative processes listed above involve
participation by individuals and congregations, both within
the denomination and interdenominationally.
The coincidence of interests on the part of white and
Negro ministers is striking. Of the sixteen activities in
which both participated, the white group engaged in only one
activity more than the Negro. No more than three white alii-
ances engaged In an activity in which no Negro group engaged—
suggesting that there are not necessarily any interests which
are peculiar to Negroes or to whites. While it must be admit¬
ted that some differences may be shown, it is the opinion of
the writer that these are sociological and not racial. The
fact that fourteen Negro alliances as over against only six
white groups have political action interests is a case in
point. The long-time disfranchisement and recent enfran¬
chisement of the Negro race in the South makes it necessary
that the masses be Instructed in the value and use of the
ballot. Another case in point is the fact that eleven white
to only two Negro alliances sponsor athletic leagues among
their church schools. The necessary outlay in money to sup¬
port such a project shows this to be a sociological and not a
racial factor.
It is concluded, then, that the ministerial unions of
the study are already engaging in a significant number of
interchurch projects and that these may form the foundation
for broader aspects of co-operation—which seems desirable in
the light of the conditions set forth above.
The interview study, if it indicates anything at all,
indicates that there is a higher incidence of readiness for
and interest in church co-operation than appears on the sur¬
face. As far as denominational polity and leadership will
permit, the people seem to be ready for any kind of co-opera¬
tion that will bring to them the best in spiritual nurture.
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III. SUGGESTIONS
No one panacea has been found which will adjust the
church to the many changing conditions of her life. Not even
a combination of the co-operative plans outlined in Chapter
VI can bring toe church to its highest efficiency, for there
human factors involved in church life which do not readily
submit to plans and adjustments. Some of these are senti¬
ment, and loyalty to doctrines, denominations, and organiza¬
tions. Indeed, the church has depended upon these factors
for her own perpetuation. However, in the words of Lowell:
New occasions teach new duties.
Time makes ancient good uncouth.
So, in the interest of the continuing life of the church in
many communities, sane expedient must be resorted to if these
communities are to have a stable, on-going church life.
There is hardly any end to the types of agreements
which churches can enter into for mutual enhancement. The
problem is: how can church members be persuaded to accept
ideas of loyalty to the Church Universal instead of to a
small local organization? How can the local member be made
to accept himself as a world Christian first, and then as a
member of a local organization?
The answer to these perplexities probably lies in a
planned program of cultivation. Attitudes will have to be
created so that within a reasonably short time—before the
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local churches which are declining sink beyond recall—a
climate favorable to unity will be created, for unity seems
to be the salvation of the church in poor, overchurched com¬
munities.
Such a process of cultivation will necessitate co-op¬
eration on each of the levels discussed in this paper.
National boards will have to make studies which will reveal
both the success of existing ventures in co-operation, and
the desirability, need, and feasibility of like projects in
other commvinities. The publishing agencies of the various
sects must disseminate literature outlining the various co¬
operative procedures so that church people generally will be
intelligent on the subject of co-operation.
As has been asserted before, the local minister will
be a key figure in planning and promoting church unity ani
federation. His intelligence will be depended upon for
guidance. His Interest will both motivate community interest
and be the pattern for community response. The education of
the minister, then, is of prime importance, for leaders for
church union movements must be chosen with care, for on them
as on no other person depends the success of the adventure
in co-operation.
The co-operative enterprises now in process in most
communities may stand as the bases for more extensive inter¬
action. The competition which exists is often friendly
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rivalry. Thus, with intelligent leadership, there is reason
to believe that the larger co-operative processes may be in¬
augurated in many communities with a minimum of opposition,
especially in the face of the economic plight of many congre¬
gations, which renders them unable to provide themselves with
the spiritual nurture they desire.
If these suggestions are implemented, they will help
to prepare the stage on which the church divided and in¬
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